
Night Sky 
Included in this kit: 

 Black cardstock, star stickers and white crayon 

 Moon tracker 

 Moon phases booklet 

 Sun, Earth, Moon orbit (w/brads) 

 Straw rocket materials & instructions (paper, straw, tape) 

 Donated from Bell Museum: Constellation cards with string, sticker, tattoo, 

local astronaut photo, Hubble telescope photo, Nov/Dec sky map, pencil 

There are 88 officially recognized constellations visible in the night sky around 

the world. But there are many more stories to go with the pictures that  

people have been seeing in the sky since time began! Get out and look up! 

* What do you see in the stars? Use stickers on the black cardstock and then 

connect some stars to create your picture. Think of a name and story for your 

unique asterism.  (Other star pictures are called asterisms- like the Big Dipper- 

it is not an official constellation!) 

* Observe the moon each night for 28 days (the best you can) and see how 

the moon appears to change. Use a pencil to draw it on the chart. Fold and 

cut the moon phase book and match the moon you see to the phase. 

* Put together the Sun, Earth Moon orbit. Try to figure out what it means when 

we have a solar eclipse or lunar eclipse. Where are the moon and earth 

when this happens? The moon moves around the Earth every day but the 

Earth moves around the Sun every YEAR! That’s a lot of spinning.  

*Launch your own rocket! How far can you fly? 

See separate instructions for building your rockets and decide which design 

make for the longest flight. Or the highest? Or the most  

accurate (choose something to aim at, maybe draw a  

moon on a piece of paper?) 

* Winter Solstice is Monday, December 21st this year. 

This is the shortest day of the year with only 8 hrs and 46 min 

of light. After that the days get longer! (If not warmer) 

 



Further Reading about Space & Stars: 

Star Finder : A Step-by-Step Guide to the Night Sky by Smithsonian,   

PB J 523.8 S 79,  2017 

An oversized step-by-step instruction book with many graphs and pictures  

to help guide exploration of the night sky, focused on the Northern Hemisphere. 

Logical layout with a ‘route across the sky’ to help locate stars and other things! 

Seeing Stars by Sarah Gillingham,  J 523.8 G48S   

Illustrated guide to the 88 internationally recognized constellations with stories 

and legends. Includes key star information, location descriptions, and maps.  

Night Sky by Howard Schneider,  PB J 523.8 S35N 

Provides a guide for beginning stargazers, including sky maps and constellation 

charts, identification tips, and space facts and jokes.  

Star Stories: Constellation Tales From Around the World by Anita Ganeri 

(ebook- Cloud Library)  

People have been gazing at the stars and telling stories for millennia, enjoy 

these tales gathered from around the globe introducing you to new celestial 

characters.  

Moon! Earth’s Best Friend  by Stacy McAnulty E 523.3 M11M 

Part of Our Universe series- full of kid-friendly facts and accurate scientific terms 

for all of the amazing things about the moon and it’s  relationship with Earth. 

Luna: The Science and Stories of Our Moon by David A. Aguilar, J 523.3 A28L 

LOTS of in-depth information about Earth’s only satellite. Covers origin of the 

moon to the eventual future and everything in-between. Also includes myths 


